CAPABILITIES SHEET

SUBSCRIPTION
Training, best practices and productivity boosters built in.


Your ACL subscription includes access to on-demand training, a global peer community
and resources to boost professional development.

To help you succeed, we invest heavily in creating a Productivity
Ecosystem to support you. More than just user guides, ACL’s
Productivity Ecosystem provides an enhanced continuous
learning environment, including CPE credits, on-demand training,
best practices, productivity boosters and the ability to connect
with your ACL peers—all at your fingertips.
Your ACL subscription includes our entire Productivity Ecosystem
plus access to ACL Community, the latest software updates and
optional tools. All this is available through your ACL Launchpad.

ACL Launchpad

PRODUCTIVITY ECOSYSTEM
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Academy

Peer Community

24/7 online, interactive, comprehensive training. Upskill yourself and your
team with self-paced lessons and demonstrations to learn new ways to apply
ACL software. Nearly all courses in Academy offer sample data files and case
studies to provide a broader context. Learning series are tied to common
process areas, such as testing journal entries, payroll, T&E and more—a
powerful way to immediately connect techniques with real world
applications. Coming Soon! Earn 30+ CPE credits.

Connect with thousands of passionate ACLers and gurus in the ACL
Community. Share best practices, discuss strategies, swap techniques and
exchange experiences with other ACL users. Find information fast and
contribute answers to help your peers. Earn points and raise your status
within the community. Join a private user group to interact with local
members and get the scoop on the latest events and news. You’ll become a
super smart ACL wiz in no time. And who knows, you could be the next ACL
Community guru.





Inspirations

Help Docs

Hundreds of testing ideas built from decades of experience. Categorized by
process area and industry, finding inspiration for where to apply data
analytics is easy. Each analytic inspiration includes things to consider when
implementing the test, as well as real world examples to illustrate the risk
scenario. It’s social, so you can favorite, comment, and contribute your own
inspirations. Tell the world that you’ve implemented a particular inspiration,
and share your expertise. Download or request analytic scripts with a click.

Next generation how-to documentation. Documentation for your grampa’s
generation sucked. We take “how-to” seriously and hired awesome writers to
help you stay up to speed, 21st century style. Analytics is hard and your
organization’s processes and GRC activities are complex—we’ll break it all
down and simplify what you need to know to accelerate learning, make you
sought after, and deliver more value. Animated GIFs and videos help explain
when a picture is worth a thousand commands.

CAPABILITIES SHEET
Optional Software
Tools Included:


ACL Results Manager Lite
(optional activation)
ACL™ Results Manager Lite is an easy-to-use
collaborative app to centrally, securely and
swiftly interact with any stakeholder, collect
evidence, send surveys, manage the results
workflow of data analysis and surveys, share
visualizations and assign flagged records for
quick review and remediation—to supercharge
the value you drive to improve performance
across the organization and enable integration of
data analysis across GRC departments. (Turned
off by default; opt-in to activate access).


ACL Add-In for Excel®
(free download)
A free tool that takes Excel® to the next level.
Get started learning data analysis techniques
using a familiar tool. As powerful as Excel® is, it
wasn’t purpose-built for GRC professionals. After
all, we’ve all made a formula mistake or struggled
to maintain an activity log of work we’ve done in
spreadsheets. Download the ACL Add-In for
Excel® to bridge the gap between standard
Excel® functions and what GRC professionals
need to do their jobs.

click to download

YOUR ACL SUBSCRIPTION ALSO INCLUDES:





Knowledge Base

Up-to-Date Software Releases

Our knowledge base goes far beyond basic how-to
documentation. To ensure your success, we provide a
searchable online reference library at your fingertips.
With hundreds of articles, FAQs and best practices,
you’ll find everything you need. Whether you need tips
on accessing data and creating scripts or techniques on
finding duplicates and testing gaps, all your commonly
asked questions are covered. The online ACL
knowledge base will help you achieve better results and
turbocharge your analytics.

Don’t miss the opportunity to stay up to date with the
latest software versions. Subscription means that ACL
must earn your business by continually delivering more
of what you need to be more efficient and effective.
With ACL, you’ll never be stuck with old versions. We
constantly enhance our software, so you don’t have to
wait out a long release cycle. ACL Launchpad provides
immediate access to product upgrades, new releases,
localized editions and up-to-the-minute information
from ACL’s product team.





Support Center, 24X5, M-F

Pre-built Analytics in ScriptHub

Our support experts ensure you get the answers you
need, when you need them. ACL support experts are
your partner in Data-Driven GRC, available by email or
live chat to help you save time and achieve your
business objectives. With Status Tracking, you can view,
update or reprioritize your active support requests.
Contact ACL Support by email or live chat—24 hours a
day, 5 days a week—for fast results and unparalleled
technical service.

Apply advanced data analytic techniques without
reinventing the wheel. Scripts are open-sourced, well
documented, and follow best practices: a great way to
learn the craft and create innovative new solutions in a
fraction of the time. ScriptHub also includes scripts that
integrate with common data sources such as SAP ERP,
Concur, and Active Directory, as well as scripts that pull
in common data lists, such as the SAM.gov/OFAC,
OIG-LEIE, and the Corruption Perception Index (CPI).
Download, unzip, and merge scripts right into your
current working project with the click of a button.





AuditNet Premium Subscription

Product Collaboration

Receive at no extra cost an annual Premium AuditNet®
subscription for each licensed user (value of up to
US$140/user). AuditNet® has been a valued source for
audit resources for 20+ years. You get access to over
2,000 audit work programs, a monthly newsletter, a
resource list containing over 1,300 online audit
resources, and vertically-based user-populated content.

No one knows what you need better than you. That’s why
we want you to share your ACL product ideas. Check out
ideas from your peers, provide feedback, interact with our
expert product designers and vote on ideas in ACL
Community. We respond to every post and we keep you
updated on new features and requests that we are
working on. You have great ideas on how to make our
software more awesome and we want to hear from you!

®

Community:
Connect with
thousands of
ACLers

Learn more about what you can
accomplish with ACL
Call 1-888-669-4225 to speak
with a representative
Visit our website at acl.com
Email us at info@acl.com
ACL Support: support@acl.com
Scripthub: Hundreds of plug & play analytic scripts
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Academy: On-demand video learning series for analytics & GRC activities

